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THE SALON RECOVERY
GUIDE IS DESIGNED TO HELP
YOURSELF, YOUR SALON, YOUR
TEAM AND YOUR CLIENTS.
Dear Kao Salon Family Partner,
As part of Kao Salon Division’s commitment to support you, our
customer. during these unprecedented times we have created
this recovery guide, designed to help you not just restore your
business, but to enable it to thrive.
The Salon Recovery Guide is designed to help yourself, your
salon, your team and your clients as you prepare to reopen
and go through the stages of recovery until we see our working
lives return to normality. We know that we will be guided by the
rules and conditions laid out by our governments, but there
are things that you can do to ensure that you have set your
business up with the very best chance of being successful no
matter what comes.
This document will help you focus on what needs to be done
and the benefits that can be realized once carried out. All of
us at Kao Salon Division are dedicated to our Salon Family
partners and continue to be there to offer you our support,
guidance and partnership.
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To help guide you through what you need to consider
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YOUR SALON
ENVIRONMENT

YOUR SALON ENVIRONMENT

RE-DESIGNING THE
SALON ENVIRONMENT
It is likely that government regulations linked to social distancing will mean you need to re-design
the environment within your salon to ensure that you are operating in a safe space.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Hand sanitizer — have hand sanitizer available
throughout the salon for all to use. Inform clients to
use the hand sanitizer upon arrival and departure.
• Reception — put marks on the floor at the front
desk to encourage spacing while standing in line.
Encourage clients to call in from the parking lot
to check-in so they avoid waiting in the reception
area and can go direct to the chair.
• Cashier — promote use of credit card over cash
or offer transaction free payment via an app or
online ahead of time. Sterilize credit card machine
after each use.
• Front desk — front desk staff or anyone who
closes out a guest’s service should be wearing
gloves and a mask at all times.
• Chair distancing (align to local government
distancing rules) — dependent on the flexibility
you have assess how you can meet the rules
while maximizing the amount of chairs you
can operate.
• One way direction markers — in working out
the optimum journey of your client through the
salon help guide them (and remind your stylists)
through using markers.
• Stylist station — sterilize each Stylist Station
including chair and all products and tools used
in between each client. Think about partitioning
between Styling Stations
• Backbar distancing — this is more difficult to
manage than your styling stations. Look at how
you can schedule your appointments to enable
clients to be at the backwash at different times.
• Distance markers placed within the salon
— clearly define the spaces in your salon to guide
both your stylists and your clients.
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BENEFIT
Your Clients will feel safe and comfortable within
their surroundings, and be able to relax and enjoy
their service. It will also help give your stylists
confidence in how they need to operate in this new
environment. The client experience is so important
to ensure rebookings are made, retail is purchased
and the whole feel good factor is created during the
appointment time.

KEEP YOUR
DISTANCE

WASH YOUR
HANDS

PUT ON YOUR
FACEMASK

PAY BY CARD

PLEASE WAIT HERE
MAX. 1 PERSON

YOUR SALON ENVIRONMENT

THE WAITING
AREA
This is the area in your salon that could be the most difficult to manage when following any
government guidelines on social distancing. It is important to use this space most efficiently
so your clients have the best first experience back in your salon.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Ensure social distancing rules are applied
— Relook at how your waiting area is designed.
If you have sofas then you may want to consider
replacing them with chairs temporarily so they can
be spaced out. You may also consider having
clients check-in by calling from their cars and
waiting in them until they can go directly to their
stylist’s station.
• Enable clients to arrive on time — give your
clients a call before their appointment to make
them aware if their stylist is on time. This will
create a safe arrival and lead to no overcrowding
within the waiting area. If a stylist is running late,
then advise the client who may want to delay their
arrival.
• Clients bring their own reading
entertainment — it is likely that any salon
magazines will need to be removed to take away
the concern of handling items in the salon that
have been touched and re-used. Let clients still
relax during their processing time by bringing their
own reading entertainment that only they handle.
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• Handling non-appointment visits — to be
able to effectively manage your salon environment
consider clearly communicating that there are
no walk-ins permitted. If you operate a walk-in
business look to create a waiting option outside
the salon where your stylist can carry out a
booking prior to them entering
the salon.
• Keep it clean — ensure that you keep your
waiting area clean, disinfecting seating areas
after each client.
BENEFIT
These are all areas that will support the safety of
the salon, and ensure there is a clear structure for
people to follow. Space may be an issue in smaller
salons, so managing your space and time is key to
a safe and productive working environment.

YOUR SALON ENVIRONMENT

YOUR
STOCK LEVELS
You will serve more clients in less time than ever before so plan carefully what you need to fulfil
their demands.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Plan ahead — use your pre-booking system
to anticipate what you will need and ensure you
have the products on hand. Employing a virtual
consultation concept (see page 26) could help
you to do this.
• Carry out weekly inventory — placing weekly
orders can help your cash flow and enable you to
react to your appointments.
• Ensure you have enough of your best
sellers — clients will be returning to the salon
with color needs that may require extra products.
Ensure you are carrying enough stock of your core
products including lotions, lighteners and back bar
shampoos and conditioners.
• Grey coverage and color correction —
services will be in high demand. Ensure you have
enough of your N & NN shades to meet these
clients’ needs. It’s also likely that you will have had
some clients trying their hand at home coloring
and in need of corrections, so make sure you have
what you need to enable these services.
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• Stay close to your Kao Salon Division sales
consultant — they are here to help guide you
through this process and support you with placing
the orders you need.
BENEFIT
Ensure you are managing your cash flow effectively
through placing smaller, more regular orders, while
making sure there is enough stock to cover the extra
use of product due to the time clients have been
away from the salon.

YOUR SALON ENVIRONMENT

MAXIMIZING
YOUR OCCUPANCY
Time is money — now more than ever. Dependent on the government guidelines it is likely that
you are not going to be able to operate your salon as before so you need to look at new ways of
working to maximize the number of clients you can service during a working week.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Opening times & days — it is likely that you will
face a challenge in handling appointments due to
the initial high demand from clients. Look at how
you can be more flexible with your working hours
and days to be able to get your service hours per
week as high as possible.
• Managing staff based on chair availability
— look at the option of dividing your salon team
into 2 groups and let them work alternately. This
could enable you to open earlier and close later.
• Working in shifts — reduce the amount of
people in the salon through your stylists working in
shifts, for example 6am to 2 pm / 2pm to 10pm to
support client demand. Your team is going to need
to adapt so be sure to look at the best people
for each shift and clearly explain why you are
deciding to put this in place.
• Look to open 7 days a week — if government
guidelines permit, consider opening every day to
give your clients every opportunity to come back
to the salon with maximum flexibility.
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BENEFIT
Ultimately the more flexible you can be the better it is
going to be financially for your business. These kind
of changes are going to be key in being able to fit as
many appointments as possible in a working week
and in turn generate the optimum amount of cash.

SUPPORTING
YOUR CLIENTS

SUPPORTING YOUR CLIENTS

THE CLIENT
EXPERIENCE
Your clients come to you because they trust your expertise and value the experience they have
while with your team in your salon. With the introduction of new guidelines their experience will
change, with health and well-being being top of your clients considerations, but you can still
create an environment of relaxation that they seek.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Make the journey safe — This is the key
message that needs to be consistent within the salon
environment. Stick to local Govenment Guidelines as
these will be the benchmark for you to follow.
• Salon touch points — ensure that each salon
touch point a client experiences is served with the
best possible health and wellbeing merchandising
material. Arrange each stage of your client’s
experience most efficiently, making awareness
bigger and better then ever before.
• Salon window — as this is your client’s first
interaction in your salon, ensure that the window
clearly communicates that you are open and share
what “Safety measures” you are taking. Use your
window to show your retail offering prominently
with displays, posters or banners, a retail stand
and your price-list.
• Reception — ensure you operate your retail area
within the government guidelines. Make sure to
remove any materials that a client can pick up and
put back.
• Stylist station — after weeks of home care,
carrying out a full consultation with your clients is
going to be key. As with other areas in the salon
remove any items or products that can be picked up
and put back down by clients. Use items such as
mirror stickers to communicate offers of information.
• Back Bar area — this is shown to be the clients’
favorite part of the salon experience and can
continue to be so. Use this opportunity to talk about
the added benefits of quick treatments to help
clients return their hair to its optimum condition.
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• Retail area — after weeks of home care
clients will be more open than ever to retail and
understanding how they can prolong their color
and style until their next appointment. Ensure
your stylists are guiding your clients through the
retail area and handling the products with gloves.
Only pass your client the product once they have
agreed to purchase and take home.
• Check-out — ensure you have the next
appointment booked, with potentially limited
appointments you want to make sure your clients
aren’t disappointed. Add value and say thank you
to clients by offering incentives for their next visit.
Recommend that your clients pay with card rather
than cash as the safest way.
• Create the best service — make the Client
Experience the best you can, as that will be the
lasting memory that is taken from their visit to
the salon.
BENEFIT
Making these changes will help your clients enjoy
their experience and support future rebookings,
by choosing to invest in their visit with you. Being
selective with how you use products and consultation materials will enable you to give a full service but
with the client’s health and well-being at the center
of everything you do. Using your salon window to
reaffirm the safety standards you are putting in place
will also help attract new clients as this becomes a
key consideration in the future.

SUPPORTING YOUR CLIENTS

YOUR CLIENT’S
SAFETY
Along with their hair needs, your clients’ number one concern will be their health and safety.
Although, clients are asked to bring their own protection (masks & gloves) make sure to have
a sufficient amount of those available so you are able to carry out every appointment.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Clearly communicate your safety
measures — use government provided safety
communications and add your own so clients
understand the safe environment you have
created. Consider making these available to see
through your website and social channels to give
greater visibility to your client base.
• Offer every client their own safety kit —
create an in salon client pack consisting of items
such as gowns, masks and gloves that can be
offered with each appointment.

• Consider disposable items — some items
may be enforced through the government but
consider different options of disposable items to
help with the client experience. Speak with your
Kao Salon Division representative to access items
that we can support you with in this area.
BENEFIT
Your clients´ healthiness keeps your salon business
alive. A safe salon will encourage clients to return
and also help in them advocating you to friends and
family to grow your client base.

SKIN TESTING
With some clients potentially trying box colors while they were unable to be in the salon, you
need to consider skin-testing.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
Due to the risk of clients using alternative oxidative
color, we recommend you follow the local country
allergy/skin testing guidelines/protocol.
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BENEFIT
Another area to think about when clients return to
the salon. Focusing on their well-being you are
making sure you protect them, just in case they have
used products in between their last visit that could
potentially cause a reaction.

SUPPORTING YOUR CLIENTS

TELLING CLIENTS
YOU’RE OPENING
Keep the engagement with your clients so you can both plan for the reopening — A time to celebrate!

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Methods of communication — think
about what´s most suitable to you: do you
want to communicate via Social Media, Eblast
or a Marquee or Window Sign? Define it and
communicate this message to your clients.
• Content — ensure you have this information
covered: date of reopening, instructions on how
to book an appointment, thank them for their
support, excite and engage your clients so they
want to come back in, reassurance that your salon
is sanitized and ready for business.
• Examples — our doors are open, we are taking
bookings over the phone and appreciate your
continued support. As we prepare to reopen
we will reach out to you in order of your last
scheduled appointment to rebook.
• Communicate your “Safety Measures” —
use your Salon Window and utilize social media
assets to let your clients know what actions you
are taking to protect them and what they can
expect when they return to the salon. Tip: Take
a picture of your salon being cleaned and post it
along with one of these captions: Know that we
are taking every precaution to ensure your visit
to our salon is a safe one. Here are the safety
measures you can expect when you return.
Ask us about special “at risk” hours.
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• Communicate your “Salon Improvements”
on social media — use this opportunity to build
excitement and let your clients know how you have
been preparing to come back better than ever to
serve them.
BENEFIT
Ensure to keep your clients and safeguard a smooth
start of reopening your salon. Create positivity with
all your communication, make clients feel safe with
the precautions you have taken to make them safe,
but still ensure an amazing client experience that is
long overdue.

SUPPORTING YOUR CLIENTS

VIRTUAL
CONSULTATIONS
Save time and reach out to clients before they visit the salon. This will also enable you to
anticipate their needs and order in your products to service them.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• The consultation — this can be done around
your opening hours and your stylist stations. Use
communication options such as FaceTime or
Zoom in video form so you can see the client’s
hair and do a more in depth consultation.
• Ask questions & fact find — support your
stylists in asking the right questions by creating
a checklist that they use during the consultation.
This should include asking what the client has
been using in their hair while they have been
away from the salon and reinforcing the benefits
of booking additional service such as instant
treatments to help get the hair back to its
optimum condition.
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BENEFIT
Taking this approach will help saving time during
the appointment. For example if you save 5 to
10 minutes per client, you can do one more
appointments per day. It also shows a high level of
client care, offering advice at a time when they are
probably insecure about their hair and its condition.

SUPPORTING YOUR CLIENTS

ENCOURAGING
THEM TO RETURN
Now is the time to go that extra mile, really offer support and show that caring nature to get
clients back in to the salon. You can target lost clients, and use your salon windows to attract
new customers and make people aware that you are back open and safe to have your hair done!

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Follow up — make a phone call the next day to
get feedback and discuss the client’s experience.
This will also help you to identify any areas in the
client journey that you can improve on.
• Personalization — create a bespoke service
experience for when they return that is tailored to
their hair needs.
• Raise your levels — make your follow up part of
the client experience to encourage them to make
a return visit.
• Relaunch yourself — reach out to lost clients
and show them how your salon is the one they
should choose to visit now you are re-open.
Welcome them back with the new loyalty program
and client offers.
• Advertise your messages — use your salon
windows to promote your re-opening, safety
message and special offers. This will bring new
and existing clients back to the salon.
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BENEFIT
Following up with clients helps improve the whole
experience, and can help solve any problems before
they become an issue. If you let your clients know
you care about them, they are more likely to feel a
connection to your salon, and purchase from you
again. You could increase your chances of getting
good client feedback if you follow-up with your clients
to make sure they are satisfied with your services.
Keep in mind that a good experience might also
inspire your current clients to tell others about
your salon. Sometimes the best way to beat your
competition is to provide better customer service
than they do. If you take the time to connect with
your clients, they might feel like your salon is
relatable and will re-book.

MAXIMIZING
APPOINTMENT
PROFITABILITY

MA XIMIZING APPOINTMENT PROFITABILITY

PRIORITIZING APPOINTMENTS
— FOCUS ON PROFIT
You need to be driving the most profitable services possible, while ensuring the salon is running
at maximum capacity with the new ways of working.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Analyze your service menus — invest the time
to review your services and determine which are
the most profitable. Consider the time the service
takes and the stylist costs associated with that in
addition to your product costs. Remember that it
is likely that if you are required to operate with less
chairs you may not be able to fit in that cut client
while a color is processing.
• Do not discount services — clients will be
happy to pay full price for their service. Do not
discount but instead look to add value with ideas
such as instant treatments for healthy hair and
retail travel sizes for maintenance.
• Prioritize your appointments — first contact
your regular clients, who are the ones that come
every 4 to 6 weeks for Grey coverage with Color
balancing. From there, start to look at your other
services and prioritize these based on demand
and profitability.
• Communicate digitally the services you
want to promote — once you have your
regulars booked focus on the most profitable
service and services that will be quick wins
such as haircuts.
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BENEFIT
Being on top of your appointments and prioritizing
them will be invaluable in making you as profitable
as possible during this period of recovery. Evaluate
your color services versus your cut and style to find
a way that fits your stylists’ schedule and brings the
greatest value to you.

MA XIMIZING APPOINTMENT PROFITABILITY

YOUR
PRICE LIST
Although looking at your price list may sound like a strange thing to be doing at this time you
need to consider that you have to invest in sanitation materials and PPE gear as well as protective
items which will increase your costs.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Salon costs will increase — due to the
possible need to invest in new sanitation materials,
protective equipment and disposable accessories,
your costs are likely to increase. You should factor
these in to your pricing menu to ensure that you
are not adversely impacting your profits.
• Don’t be concerned about increasing your
prices — your clients will understand as you are
making these changes to safeguard them and
cover the added costs of making the salon a
safe environment.
• Re-visit previous break even numbers —
use the price list as a mechanism to cover added
costs and meet break even requirements. Make
sure to look at you service menus, as potentially
more product is going to be required.
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BENEFIT
Profit is the biggest focus for salon owners, so with
the increase of costs due to hygiene measures,
protective equipment & disposable items, it is vital
that you are staying on top of these extras and
not losing money. Now is the perfect time to press
the reset button and make changes, as the new
environment we all face, allows for change to create
success and new ways of working.

MA XIMIZING APPOINTMENT PROFITABILITY

5 MINUTE
COLOR SERVICES
Time will be a premium for you in the salon, so it is a great opportunity to look at areas to earn
quick profits. The Goldwell portfolio gives you many opportunities to offer quick 5-minute color
services to your clients that will meet their needs and free up valuable time in your schedule.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
Services that require little or no additional
time are now ideal:
• Colorance Express Toning service — gentle
blonde refinement in just 5 minutes. For subtle
glazed pigmentation and fascinating shine. Use
directly after lightening (full head or highlights),
highlifting or in between two highlight services.
• Soft Color service — the quick and directly
absorbing color foam that gives fascinating color
results after only 5 minutes processing time.
Refresh color-treated hair and strands and speed
up your color correction.
• New Blonde service — two 5-minute services
to make your highlights service unique. New
Blonde Full Service combined with the classical
highlights service softens harsh contrasts for an
unbeatable natural clear blonde look. With the
New Blonde regrowth service, regrowth instantly
appears less harsh — for a soft transition into the
lengths and a beautifully blended blonde.
• Men ReShade service — a 5-minute service for
consistently natural, blended grey reduction with
no visible regrowth.
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BENEFIT
Time will be a premium once clients come back
to the salon, so look at offering these services
to clients that may be nervous about spending
2-3 hours in the salon. These are perfect to offer
between full services, and they can be an add on
for a client has booked in for just a haircut.

MA XIMIZING APPOINTMENT PROFITABILITY

ADDED VALUE
‘CONSULTATIONS’
Increase your average service price by offering value in the consultation, to remind clients of
the add on services available. Your clients will be concerned about the condition of their hair so
ensure that you are in a position to offer them the instant care they need.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Show you understand — offering additional
services that are directly linked to your client’s
needs they express through their consultation will
strengthen the relationship and deliver additional
value to your business.
• Recommend instant services — as time
will be at a premium focus on adding on instant
services that take no extra time during the
appointment. Treatments such as BondPro+
and Dualsenses Serums will help improve the
condition of your clients’ hair and maintain it
between appointments.
• Offer Solutions — clients will be relying on
their stylist to fix any problems they have while
your salon has been closed. Use a prescriptive
approach to bring the hair back to its full health.
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BENEFIT
Give clients all the options available to improve the
condition of the hair during their appointment. Focus
on ‘hair health’ and bringing it back to optimum
condition using the Goldwell portfolio to do so.

MA XIMIZING APPOINTMENT PROFITABILITY

CREATE AN
UPGRADE LIST
Remind your staff of all the upgrade services you have available for them to offer to their clients
during the appointment or consultation. Visit the Salon Alliance Resource Library for upgrade
menus Goldwell has available to help support this.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Be specific — focus on products and services
that clients may not have had in the past but will
now see as having real value due to the condition
of their hair.
• Color upgrades — offer upgrades with products
that will boost their color and shine such as @Pure
Pigments and Elumen, or those that will improve
the hair condition such as SilkLift.
• Treatment upgrades — a significant
opportunity to help clients get their hair back to
its optimum condition. Promote products such as
BondPro+, Dualsenses serums and your back bar
Masks and Treatments.
• Use them as an incentive — help your
rebookings with offering upgrades as an added
benefit with their next appointment.
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BENEFIT
You can use these to help increase the client bill, and
use them as part of any promotions where you want
to deliver added value to the service. Clients will be
open to all products and services that will make them
feel glamorous again, and those returning with their
hair in poor condition will be willing to invest in them
and bring the hair back to its optimum condition.

MA XIMIZING APPOINTMENT PROFITABILITY

YOUR
RETAIL
After months of trying to keep their hair looking good at home, your clients will want to be
advised and guided on retail.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Suggestive selling — use retail products in
every service and explain the benefits during the
service so clients understand the need to
purchase for their own use at home.
• Clients rely on retail — clients are aware that
they need to maintain, protect and recreate their
hair at home, and after weeks of struggling to
do so they will better understand the need for
professional products.
• Salon retailing — revisit the salon retailing tips
and tricks with your staff to refresh their product
recommendation skills.
• Home haircare regime — as clients may have
tried mass retail hair products, it is important to
remind them of the importance of using quality
home hair care products that are customized to
the individual client’s hair type.
• Create home cure kit — train your stylists to
recommend a personalized client kit to help to
replenish and nurture their hair so that the canvas
is ideally taken care of.
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• Focus on key products — make sure your
stylists are confident in recommending your key
products that give clients an immediate result on
their hair such as treatments. For color clients help
them maintain their color between appointments
if you need to stretch them out longer with
Dualsenses Color Revive, Soft Color and KMS
Style Color.
BENEFIT
With retail products, you can generate incremental
profit, demonstrate your professionalism and achieve
client loyalty.

MA XIMIZING APPOINTMENT PROFITABILITY

REBOOKING
REWARDS
Look to offer rewards to increase client frequency. A small reward for them will be a bigger and
more profitable reward for the salon.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Client rewards — focus your rewards on added
value rather than discounts. This helps to keep
your service price at a consistent level and is
ultimately more profitable for your business. Offer
products and services that clients may not have
tried before, as then they like them, it is likely that
next time they will pay for the same thing. Try
these ideas:
» Dualsenses Serum Treatment
» Promotional Packages
» Retail Travel Size
» Retail Full Size
(for color services over a certain value)
• Client retention — this will be an even more
important area for your business and getting the
client re-booked before they leave the salon has
to be a key focus. You can use your client reward
scheme linked to re-bookings by offering rewards
based on booking the next appointment within
6 weeks.
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BENEFIT
Retaining clients and getting them to come back
quicker will help support cash flow, and go a long
way to recovering any losses while your salon has
been shut. Keeping clients engaged via social media
channels, email and newsletters will go a long way to
getting them to return quickly.

YOUR TEAM

YOUR TEAM

ENSURING THEY
ARE PREPARED
If you are closed make sure to check in with your team ongoing, having regular calls through video
apps both individually and as a collective. With the salon reopened it is essential that the team are
confident in how they need to operate and prioritise the care of themselves and their clients.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Brief the team on the new salon guidelines
— your staff need to be fully briefed on working
policies and all changes before returning to
work. Send them information to read and hold
a virtual team meeting to talk them through what
is changing.
• Get them using the new equipment — it is
going to feel strange to your stylists so help them
feel comfortable cutting hair and applying color
wearing protective equipment. Enable them to have
items to take home and practice with so they are
confident with their clients during appointments.
• Understand the new hygiene rules — update
the team on the new hygienic standards in your
salon. For example you will need to sterilize each
Stylist Station including chair and all products and
tools used in between each client.
• Review daily — spend time with your team
each day to remind them on your guidelines
and debrief on what is working and what is not.
With something new your team will see ways to
change what you have put in place to make it
more effective.
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BENEFIT
The better your team is trained the fewer questions
will arise during re-opening when you need all the time
exclusively for your clients. This will create a positive
mentality within the salon and will ensure stylists feel
safe and that will flow through to their clients.

YOUR TEAM

YOUR STYLISTS
SAFETY
It is likely that a number of your stylists will be nervous about working in this new environment.
You need to ensure that they feel safe and secure and know that their health and well-being are
your number one priority.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Your stylists will need to be safe — ensure
your stylists are safe at all times while still carrying
out an amazing service to their clients. Invest
in the right protective equipment and give your
stylists the option to wear more if they feel safer.
Talk through any individual concerns your stylists
may have to reassure them of their safety.
• Use of salon equipment — wash all re-useable
equipment within the appropriate hygiene solutions
after every client. In line with government guidelines
use disposable items within the client service.
• Individual health — continue to ensure that any
stylist or client who feels slightly unwell does not
come to the salon.
• Hand sanitizers — place around the salon and
ensure all staff use regularly. Also provide hand
creams to stop hands from getting sore.
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BENEFIT
Your team is your most important asset so
maintaining and tracking their health will ensure your
salon business. Providing them the correct safety
equipment will help protect them while working.
Stylists and clients will appreciate that they are being
looked after and this will enable your salon to run as
normal knowing all your team feel protected and able
to work.

YOUR TEAM

SHARPEN
YOUR SKILLS
Help your team be confident in the services they are likely to see high demand for as clients come
into the salon. Identifying new skills and enabling your stylists to practice them will ensure you
are set up to be able to meet the needs of every client that sits in your chair.

WHAT TO CONSIDER
• Focus on skills to support clients’ needs
— outside of color maintenance services, color
correction is expected to be in demand. Ensure all
your stylists are confident in how to approach
this kind of service and the products they have
available to carry them out.
• Home care techniques — after months of
being out of the salon support your stylists in
being able to give the best home care advice to
their clients so they can keep their hair in optimum
condition until the next appointment.
• Train on mannequin heads — with new
safety regulations in place help your stylists get
comfortable through training on mannequin
heads. These can be taken home to make it more
efficient for your team to train.
• Technical help — the Kao Salon Division
Education team is here to help you so make
sure to contact your local technical support
line if you have any questions relating to client
service needs.
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BENEFIT
As you will need to serve numerous clients in a
very short time, every second counts. Making sure
your team have their skills sharpened before and
during your re-opening will help keep clients to their
appointment times.

ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
For additional support log onto Salon Alliance or visit the link below to access the
Kao Salon Covid Relief Toolkit.

AVAILABLE RESOURCES INCLUDE:
TOOLKIT LINK
•
•
•
•
•

Business ideas
Social Media
Editable Templates
Turnkey promotional ideas
List of PPE vendors to order
safety supplies from
• Salon Alliance Loyalty Program,
www.thesalonalliance.com
• Virtual Education
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Click here for Toolkit

CONTACT
US
We know that you are going through times of uncertainty and change. We at Kao Salon Division are all here
to support you and help you come through this period stronger.
Please reach out to your Kao Salon Partner if you have any questions, concerns or just need to talk
something through.

#STRONGERTOGETHER
DISCOVER ALL BRANDS OF KAO SALON DIVISION

